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The three essentials of quality

• What accuracy does the customer NEED?
Fitness for purpose (Decision theory)

• What accuracy CAN I achieve?
Single laboratory validation
Collaborative trials

• What accuracy DO I achieve?
Internal quality control
Proficiency testing

Three issues relating to quality  

• Fitness for purpose (What is it?)
• Statistics (Can we do it?)
• Metrology (Do we need it?)

Fitness for purpose

• A result is fit for purpose when it
maximises its expected utility.

• This means roughly that we need to
minimise expected costs in the long term.

• There are operational costs of sampling
and analysis.

• There are potential costs resulting from
incorrect decisions based on the result.

• Both of these costs depend on uncertainty.

“Thompson’s rule” 21 uL ∝ Cost of incorrect decisions—
probabilities of false rejection

ubca445
Note
This "rule" is not meant to  be taken as universally applicable, but a useful guide subject to other information. It is based on the notion that one way to reduce uncertainty is to repeat the measurement. A mean of four results (properly repeated) has half of the uncertainty of a single result at four times the cost.

ubca445
Note
Extra cost is the outcome of false rejection of manufactured items: the material is unnecessarily re-worked or scrapped. The probability of false rejection is greater when the uncertainty is greater. There are also penalties for false acceptance, likewise dependent on uncertainty.
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Typical loss function Long-term loss

Fit-for-purpose uncertainty Balancing sampling and analytical uncertainties
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Lsam, Lan, are unit costs for a given uncertainty.

Fearn et al, Analyst, 2002, 127, 818-824. 
AMC Technical Brief No. 20.

Proficiency tests - organisation
Provider Participant

Participants’ raw results

ubca445
Note
The uncertainty that delivers the minimal long term average cost is 'fit for purpose'.

ubca445
Note
The fit-for-purpose uncertainty should be optimally apportioned between sampling and analytical components.  Equal contributions is close to optimal unless the costs of sampling and analysis are grossly disproportionate.

ubca445
Note
Uncertainty that is fit for purpose is a key concept in the revised Harmonised Protocol for Proficiency Testing (Pure Appl Chem 2006, 78, 145-196.)

ubca445
Note
Typical results from a round of a proficiency test. To enable us to make judgements about the results, we have to convert them to a score.

ubca445
Note
The total cost has a distinct minimum.
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The z-score

z = (x – xa)/σ

x = participant’s result;
xa = the “assigned value”, the scheme provider’s 

best estimate of the true value;
σ = the “standard deviation for proficiency”, a 

scaling factor.

Using simple statistics for xa and σ

( ) sxxz −=

Using robust statistics

( ) robrobxz σµ ˆˆ−=

Using a fitness-for-purpose criterion σf

( ) frobxz σµ̂−=

Statistics—some ‘advanced’ methods
useful for analytical scientists

- Robust methods.
- Test for “sufficient homogeneity”.
- Kernel densities.
- Maximum likelihood (mixture models etc).

Robust methods

• The statistics (e.g., mean and standard
deviation) are defined by an algorithm
(a process), not by an equation.

• A commonly used robust method for the
estimation of mean and standard devation
is “Huber’s H15” .
Details and references can be found in: 
AMC Technical Brief No. 6.
Analyst, 1989, 114, 1689 and 1693.

ubca445
Note
Using simple statistics ensures that, outliers aside, about 95% of the participants obtain a z-score between -2 and +2. This is comforting for the participants and the provider, but provides a false sense of security. Such a score merely describes the outcome: it tells us nothing about whether the results are of appropriate quality or not.

ubca445
Note
Using robust statistics eliminates some of the problems of outlying results, but still only describes the results.

ubca445
Note
An ideal scoring system should be simple and universally applicable and understandable. A score of (say) 3.2 should have the same significance to all analysts and end-users, regardless of the analyte and its concentration, the test material, the physical principle of the test method, or the laboratory carrying out the work. The z-score, when properly constructed, comes closest to the ideal.

ubca445
Note
Using an uncertainty that is fit for purpose allows us to construct a universal scale for z-scores. It also provides a rational basis for setting action limits

ubca445
Note
Even apparently simple questions about analytical data often requires the use of statistical methods that are beyond an elementary treatment. Although the theory of these methods look complex and difficult to understand at first, they are often conceptually simpler than the forbidding statistical notation suggests, and easy to use if the right software is available.
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Huber’s H15 Testing for heterogeneity

Heterogeneity detected Heterogeneity not detected

Testing for heterogeneity

• The problem—what is the correct analytical 
precision?

• The solution—don’t test for significant 
heterogeneity, test for ‘sufficient homogeneity’.

Fearn and Thompson, Analyst, 2001, 126, 1414-1417. 
AMC Recommendation No. 1
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Graphical representation of sample data

ubca445
Note
This algorithm starts with initial estimates of the mean and variance. At each iteration, results outside a range defined by these statistics  and a coverage factor k are replaced by the boundary values. (k usually takes the value of 1.5.) The updated estimate of the mean is the mean of the modified results. The updated variance is the variance of the modified results times a factor dependent on k. The iteration is repeated to satisfactory degree of convergence.

ubca445
Note
Testing materials for heterogeneity is an important part of validating materials for proficiency tests or as reference materials. If we take some of the distribution units at random, the concentration of the analyte is different in each one. Remember that ALL MATERIALS ARE HETEROGENEOUS!An obvious way to demonstrate these differences in composition is to set up a randomised experiment where each unit (say a sample packet) is analysed in duplicate. However, analysing the results is another area where a sophisticated statistical approach is needed.

ubca445
Note
If the measurements are made by using an analytical method of high precision (small error bars) the experiment will detect significant variation among the units, even if the variation is inconsequential in relation to the proposed usage.

ubca445
Note
If a method of lower precision is used (wide error bars), the variation may be found to be non-significant even in instances where it has a consequential magnitude. This is a fairly common situation in practice.

ubca445
Note
Both of these limitations of the standard approach to analysis of variance lead to an unduly high false rejection rate (i.e., rejecting material that is good enough for its intended use). This can be avoided by testing for 'sufficient homogeneity', using a criterion that is based on fitness for purpose.

ubca445
Note
Dotplots and histograms are often difficult to interpret. For example, is the aflatoxin dataset (from a proficiency test) unimodal but skewed, bimodal, or multimodal? Such questions often cannot be answered absolutely, but we can make progress if we have a particular model in mind. One way to do that is to construct a kernel density.
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The normal kernel density

where Φ is the standard normal density,

AMC Technical Brief No. 4
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A normal kernel

A kernel density Another kernel density

Kernel density of the aflatoxin data “Fit” of normal model

ubca445
Note
In a kernel density, each datapoint is represented by a particular density function called a kernel. It is usual (but not a requirement) to use a normally distributed kernel.

ubca445
Note
The densities of the kernels are added across the range of the data, and the resultant curve, normalised to unit area, is the kernel density.

ubca445
Note
The appearance of the kernel density depends on the size of the smoothing parameter h, which is the standard deviation of the kernel used. In some instances (e.g., proficiency testing), we have a good idea of how the data should look, and we can use a appropriate value of h.

ubca445
Note
This is a kernel density produced by setting h equal to 0.75 times the reproducibility standard deviation expected from the Horwitz function. (This is usually a good strategy.) The kernel density shows a mode with a strong shoulder on the low tail. From this we might want to investigate the theory that two inconsistent analytical methods were in use by the participants.The kernel density is essentially a visual and non-parametric method. The position of modes can be determined, and their standard errors estimated, but the procedures are lengthy even for modern PCs. Mixture models provide a much quicker parametric method.

ubca445
Note
A normal distribution calculated from the data does not match the data closely and might lead to erroneous conclusions. For example the mode of the normal curve is clearly different from the mode of the kernel density.
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The normal mixture model

AMC Technical Brief No 23, and AMC Software.
Thompson, Acc Qual Assur, 2006, 10, 501-505.
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Mixture models found by the maximum 
likelihood method (the EM algorithm)

• The M-step

• The E-step
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Kernel density and fit of 2-component
normal mixture model

Kernel density and variance-inflated
mixture model

Find out more?

AMC Technical Briefs and Software on

www.rsc.org/amc/

Statistics

• Lies, damned lies, and statistics!

Metrology

• Fiction, science fiction, and metrology!

ubca445
Note
In such cases we can do better by modelling the data as a mixture of several normal distributions in unknown proportions (p). 

ubca445
Note
The procedure starts with either rough estimates of the parameters or by initial attribution of probabilities (1 or 0) segregating the data into groups. The M-step estimates the parameters (mean, variance, proportion) for each group, with the estimates weighted by the probabilities of group membership. The E-step estimates new group probabilities based on the current parameter estimates. The procedure is iterated to convergence.

ubca445
Note
Here the aflatoxin data has been modelled by a mixture (red curve) of two normal distributions (blue curves). The kernel density (black curve) is shown for comparison. The mode of the higher normal corresponds closely with that of the kernel density. (It is emphasised that the kernel density and the mixture model are derived directly from the data by quite different procedures. The two distributions look rather different, but that is because the kernel density is broadened (to a predictable extent) by the smoothing procedure.)

ubca445
Note
If the variances of the mixture model components are broadened to the same degree as the kernel density, the two models produce very similar results. However, it is far easier to estimate parameters with the mixture model.
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Metrologist’s creed

• Uncertainty is important.
• Analytical chemists are not good at

estimating uncertainty.
• All results of chemical measurement are 

traceable to SI units, in particular the mole, 
the kilogramme, the metre.

• Analytical chemists don’t worry about 
traceability, that’s why their results are 
questionable.

Metrological false premise 1

• All analytical results are traceable to SI units, 
in particular the mole, the kilogramme, and the
metre.

• NO! The majority of analytical measuremnts
made for commercial purposes are mass
fractions, not traceable to any unit.
Corollory: expressions such as %, ppm, ppb, etc
are perfectly correct.

False premise No 1 contd. –
Silver content of silver solder

False premise No 1 contd. –
Silver content of silver solder

False premise No 1 contd. –
Silly or what!

• Is the concentration of silver, A/B, 
traceable to the metre ?

• Should we express the result as (say) 
70 cm m-1 ?

• Or 700 mg g-1 (when no mass standard is
involved)?

Metrological false premise 2
• Chemical measurement results are not accurate

enough, and that is because of a lack of
traceability to SI units.

• NO! Most chemical measurement results are fit
for purpose or more accurate.

• Where results are not accurate enough—it
sometimes happens—the shortfall is often 
irreducible and traceability to SI units does not 
help.

ubca445
Note
Uncertainty is undoubtedly important and, in the past, analytical chemists have tended to underestimate it. However, physical metrologists currently have an undue and unfortunate influence on the conduct of analytical chemistry. By dominating ISO committees they can enforce their approach. By concentrating on issues of traceability to SI units, they divert attention away from the real technical problems that analysts encounter.

ubca445
Note
Accreditation assessors and editors of journals now tell you that expressions such as % and ppm are incorrect, and insist that you use 'dimensionless units' such as mg kg-1

ubca445
Note
In this experiment, a length of silver alloy wire is suspended from a bar at distance A (in mm) from the pivot and counterbalanced with the blue weight. With the bar locked, the alloy is removed from the bar and the silver chemically separated from the base metals.

ubca445
Note
Equilibrium is restored by suspending the separated silver on the bar at distance B.  (The counter-weight stays in the same position.)

ubca445
Note
The proportion of silver (A/B) is dimensionless and not traceable to ANY unit. Most analytical results are  similarly a ratio involving a physical property of the analyte that is a surrogate for mass.

ubca445
Note
Fitness for purpose is determined both by the uncertainty of the result and the end-user's requirement. Metrology cannot tell us what the latter amounts to.
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Metrological false premise 3

• Uncertainty is under-estimated by interlaboratory 
studies: only “bottom-up” models with clear 
traceability to SI units give the correct answer.

• NO! When proper comparisons are made, we
mostly find that (say) reproducibility standard
deviations from collaborative trials give equal or
greater uncertainty estimates than “bottom-up”.

Reproducibility relative standard deviations

1505.002.0 −= cRSDR

“Top-down versus bottom-up” Thompson et al data
Analyst, 2002, 117, 1669-1675.

Populaire & Gimínez data Metrological false premise 4

• Chemical measurements have a larger
relative uncertainty in comparison with
most physical measurements. (True)

• That is because they are not traceable to
SI units.

• NO! The traceability chain to SI units
contributes almost nothing to the
combined uncertainty of analytical results.

ubca445
Note
The trend of a large number (more than 5000) of RSDR values from interlaboratory studies follows closely the function shown. Individual results are scattered around the line, in a large part because of the large random variability of standard deviation estimates. We can use this function as a benchmark for uncertainty estimates, on the grounds that all random effects in a method will be adequately represented in an interlaboratory study. (We have to remember that a random effect in such a study will look like a systematic effect to a particular laboratory.)

ubca445
Note
'Bottom-up' models represent the complete process of measurement and are represented by 'fishbone' or 'cause-and-effect' diagrams. They rely on both a correct model and an ability to estimate the uncertainty in every comparison. This is difficult to execute in the complex operations of chemical measurement and more often leads to underestimated uncertainty.

ubca445
Note
According to metrological dogma, interlaboratory studies should underestimate uncertainty for the majority of laboratories, so should be invariably smaller than bottom-up estimates. Few DIRECT comparisons (e.g., same test material, same method) are available, and even those are difficult to interpret because pure 'bottom-up' methods are hardly ever used in reality. This figure shows one such comparison (unpublished). Each point represents a separate example. For two analytes the bottom-up relative uncertainty is less than a half of the RSDR. 

ubca445
Note
In this study, uncertainty was estimated by a ruggedness study that attempted to emulate interlaboratory-sized variation in procedure. All of the test materials were foodstuffs. In each instance the estimate is lower than the collaborative trial result.

ubca445
Note
In this instance, within-laboratory estimates of uncertainty are mostly less than the collaborative trial result.Of course, it is eminently possible for an individual laboratory to provide results with a  uncertainty smaller than the interlaboratory SD, but most do not. Laboratories claiming such a capability (e.g., national reference laboratories) must go to extraordinary lengths to substantiate their claim. Some laboratories may consistently provide results with a greater uncertainty. If such results are unfit for purpose, they will eventually be detected by proficiency tests.
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Metrological false premise 4 contd.

• Realistic relative uncertainties in analytical
results are mostly in the approximate
range 1-30%.

• Relative uncertainties in tranferring SI 
units (such as mass and volume) to the
analytical laboratory bench are 
less than 0.1%.

Metrological false premise 5

• Terms such as “true value”, “trueness”, and 
“bias” have no proper place in metrology 
(because we can’t know them).

• NO! “True value” (and its dependent terms) are 
readily defined.

• The whole of statistics is based on the idea of
unknown population values, a concept logically
isomorphic with “true value”.

Metrological false premise 6

• Only accredited laboratories can produce 
reliable results.

• No! Evidence from proficiency tests 
contradicts this idea.

Metrological false premise 6

Metrological false premise 6

ubca445
Note
The two examples shown were taken virtually at random. In both instances the means and dispersions are not significantly different.
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